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ADMINISTRATIVE AND DEPARTMENT DIRECTORY
Any department may be reached from another campus phone si mply by dialing the last four
digits (following 236-) of the number listed . To call a department from an off campus phone,
dial the entire seven digit number.
Academic Affairs .
Adjunctive Educational Services .
Administrative Affairs
Admissions & Records (Registrar)
Admissions Counselors _
Advocate
Alumni Association _
Athletic Department .
Art Department
Astronomy.
Audio- Visual Department
Biology Department .
Bookstore
Bldgs . & Grnds (Maint. Bldg.)
Business Education Department .

Business Office
Chemistry Department _
Computer Center .
Comstock Memorial Student Union
(See Student Union)
Continuing Education
Coordinator of Research & Grants
Counseling _
Custodian Services
Dean of Students _
Development Office .
Dormitories (See Residence Halls)
Duplicating Room
Economics Department

Education Department
Office of the Dean
Educational Relations
Engineering (See Pre-Engineering)
Engineering Services (Campus)
EOMS
Evening Classes
External Degree
Fi eldhou se
Fifth Year Program
Financial Aid for Students
Fine Arts Program
Food Service (Slater)
Foreign Language Department
Garage (Maintenance Bldg .)
Geography Department
Graduate Studies Office
Grants Coordinator
Health Center .
Health, Phys. Ed . & Rec. Dept .
Heating Plant
History Department .
Home Economics Departm ent

Housi ng, Director
Humani ties Department

Industrial Edu2ati on Dept .
Jo b Shop
Kise Commons
Library
Library Science

Maintenanca Building
Mass Communications Dept.
Mathematics
Minority Group Studies

236-2762
236-2297
236-2156
236-2161
236-2161
236-2551
236-3397
236-2622
236-2151
236-2141
236-2295
236-2572
236-2111
236-2662
236-2165
236-2221
236-2136
236-2603

236-2762
236-3127
236-2227
236-2202
236-2171
236-3397
236-2239
236-2842
236-2612
236-2762
236-2555
236-2 156
236-2109
236-2161
236-2954
236-2622
236-3 127
236-2251
236-2235
236-2500
236-2912
236-2662
236-3309
236-3127
236-3127
236-2211
236-2622
236-2155
236-2812
236-2149
236-2118
236-2 196
236-2104
236-2121
236- 2500
236-2922
236-2922
236-2662
236-2 123
236-3229
236-2832

Music Department
Nemzek Fieldhouse
New s Burea u

New Center
Off Campus Courses .
Performing Arts Series
Philosophy Department
Physical Education (Men)
Physical Education (Women)
Physical Plant, Director
Physics Department .
Placement Service
Political Science Department _
Post Office .
Pre-Engineering Department
President's Office
Printing Service
Psychology Department
Purchasing :
Administrat-ive Dean
Business Office
Radio Station KMSC
Reading Clinic
Receiving
Registrar's Office _
Research Coordinator
Residence Halls:
Ballard Hall
Office
Resident Dir
Dahl Hall
Office
Resident Dir
Grantham Hall
Office
Resident Dir
Nelson Hall
Office
Resident Dir
Snarr Hall
Office
Resident Dir
Asst. Res. Dir
Neumaier &
Holmquist Hall Office
Resident Dir
Scheduling Coord .- College Actv
Secretarial Pool
Series for the Perform ing Arts
Slater Food Service
Social Services D epartment

Sociology-Anthropology Dept
Special Education Department
Speech Department
Speech & Hearing Clinic
Sports Information
Student Personnel Svcs .
Student Senate
Student Uni on
Office
Di rector

Gilt Shop
Program Direc tor .

Recreation Room

Sum mer Sessions .
TeleviSIOn Studio .

Theatre
Th eatre Box Office

236-2101
236-2622
236-2555
236-2954
236-2762
236-2235
236-2294
236-2622
236-2445
236-2 156
236-2141
236-2131
236-2942
236-2205
236-2104
236-2243
236-2239
236-2802
236-2156
236-2781
236-2115
236-2297
236-2279
236-2161
236-3127
236-2231
236-2219
236-2180
236-2195
236-2210
236-2108
236-2248
236-2108
236-2145
236-2250
236-2250
236-2722
236-2495
236-2 173
236-3016
236-2235
236-2500
· 236-2773
236-2632
236-2297
236-2126
236-2286
236-2622
236-2171
236-2150
236-226 1
236-2262
236-2263
236 2264
236-2265
236-2762
236-2 168 .
236-2126
236-227 1
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I. GENERAL INFORMATION
A. GOVERNANCE
Moorhead State College is one of seven state colleges in the Minnesota State Col lege System. Minnesota statutes provide that a State College Board consisting of eight
directors appointed by the Governor and subject to confirmation by the State Senate
plus the Commissioner of Education shall have the legal responsibility for the management, supervision and control of the State Colleges . A Chancellor is appointed by the
State College Board to provide leadership to the State Coll ege System and to provide
the Board with professional judgments regarding the system. The Chancellor's Office
is located in the Capitol Square Building, 550 Cedar Street, St. Paul, Minnesota .
The State College Board in June, 1971, adopted a completely revised set of
Rules and Regulations. The revised Rules and Regulat i ons have been printed and distrib·
uted to all faculty members and are referred to in this Handbook by the abbreviations
SCB (for governing rules), SCSI R (for internal rules), and SCBOP (for operating
policies) .
A new college constitution, as required by SCB 505, became effective in June,
1973. The new constitution was developed over a two-year period by a committee
representing faculty, students, and professional support personnel. It provides for
appropriate participation in college governance by all three components of the college
community.
SCB 602 and SCB 603 describe the duties and responsibilities of the President of
the College who is its chief executive officer. The College administrative officers are ap·
pointed by the President and may be removed from office by him (see Appendix t, Ad·
~in.istrative Organization Chart).
The Faculty Senate, the representative body of the faculty, is concerned with the
formulation of college policy, and is directly responsible to the faculty . The faculty
Senate consists of twenty-three voting members including the President and the VicePresident for Academic Affairs. The Faculty Senate has traditionally been concerned
with, but not limited to, the following areas: admissions, scholarships, advisement for
major and minor programs, addition and deletion of courses, development of programs
and curriculums, instruction, library, student activities, and such other academic affairs
as are not primarily administrative in nature.
The Student Senate is the principal agency for student participation in college
governance. It is composed of 15 members, including 3 executive officers, all elected at
large.
According to the new Rules and Regulations of the State College Board, students
have "major responsibility" in the review of the budgets for programs supported by student activity funds and the development of college regulations pertaining to student relations, the conduct of students, the student union, and student housing.

B. ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY
SCB 201 to SCB 210 of the revised State College Board Rules and Regulations pro·
vide for the basic rights of individuals within the State College System. Included is the
right of academic freedom as articulated by the American Association of Un iversity Professors in its 1940 statement of principles on academic freedom and tenure . SCB 251 to
255 outline the basic responsibilities of the members of the college community . Each
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faculty member including administrative officers is "obligated to perform his duties in a
manner consistent with the generally acknowledged standards of his profession and with
the terms of his contract, and to keep himself informed about and to utilize sound, current developments relevant to the practice of his profession ."

providing transcripts of additional course work completed and by noting on the informa tion record important accomplishments such as books written, major offices held, research
completed, etc.
G. RANK AND PROMOTION

C. APPOINTMENT
All employees of the college who hold academic rank are members of the faculty.
Faculty appointments are normally for 9, 1 OY. or 12 months and are renewed by contract annually (see SCB 702 Terms of Appointment). The College will normally notify
faculty members of the terms and conditions of their appointment by April 15 unless
the Legislature has not acted to appropriate funds in which case contracts will be distributed as soon as possible after action by the Legislature. Contracts may be with tenure,
probationary, or fixed term non-probationary (see SCB 704 Types of Appointments).
Appointment with tenure may be granted to a faculty member after full-time
employment for a minimum of two years and a maximum of seven years (see SCB 705
Procedures Relative to Appointments with Tenure).
D. WORKLOAD
It is recognized that no formula, simple or complex, can define adequately and
equitably what constitutes a full-time teaching assignment. However, the necessity of
dividing workloads as equitably as possible has led to the use of twelve class hours as the
basis for a full-time teaching assignment, with an hour of laboratory instruction counting
as two-thirds of an hour for these purposes. Twenty hours of individual lessons constitutes
a full-time assignment. It is hoped that the many services other than classroom teaching
which faculty members perform for the college are divided with due regard to unavoidable inequities in the teaching load. Ideally, part-time workloads are pro rata fractions of
all of the services performed by the full-time appointee.
Each faculty member is expected to meet his classes, laboratories, seminars, and
similar scheduled assignments in accordance with the terms of his contract with the college. A faculty member shall not cancel his course-related meeting times for non-course
related purposes without the written consent of his faculty dean or division director
(see SCBIR 1).
E. CHANGE OF NAME, ADDRESS
Any change of name or address should be promptly reported to the Business Office and to the Office of the President.
F. CREDENTIALS Fl LE
Accrediting agencies including the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools expect an up-to-date credentials file to be kept on all faculty members.
In addition, for statistical and other accounting purposes, the Office of the Chancellor
requires that an up-to-date Academic Staff Information Record be kept for each faculty
member. The faculty credential file is kept in the Office of the President.
Included in the credentials file should be: (1) a statement of a physician concerning a health examination given at or about the time of init;al employment, (2) a
complete set of official transcripts of the faculty member's undergraduate and graduate
academic record, (3) an up-dated Academic Staff Information Record, and (4) at least
three letters of recommendation from competent people who know the faculty member
professionally. The faculty member's credential file should be updated periodically by

SCB 703 provides for faculty members to be assigned to one of the following ranks :
Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, Instructor, and such other ranks as
may be designated by the college.
Continuing professional development is the philosophical bas1s for promotion. The
concept of the teacher-scholar, with primary comm itment to teaching, is the essence of
the promotion criteria . The teacher is expected to be sympathetic with students, to
understand their problems, and to be concerned with their academic development. It is
assumed that one cannot be a good teacher, however, if he does not go on learning, if he
does not devote some considerable part of his time to study, if his exploration of his own
subject is not creative, and if his discoveries do not arouse in him an enthusiasm to share
them with others -sometimes in publication, and always with students.
Exceptions to the criteria which follow can be made for an outstanding individual,
but the concept of the teacher-scholar is the basis for any judgment and the burden of
proof rests on the individual and the department.
The rank of Instructor is the fourth rank and is given to faculty members who
have met certain academic or professional criteria set by the individual departments and
including (a) a sound educational background for a specific position; (b) definite plans
for continued professional study; (c) teaching potential or appropriate experience in
academic work at the elementary, secondary, or college level ; (d) suitable or comparable
experience in business, industry, or government service.
The third rank, that of Assistant Professor, may be awarded to faculty members
who meet the qualifications for Instructor and in addition:

1. Commitment to the concept of the teacher-scholar.
2. Attainment of a terminal degree consistent with the discipline. (The Ph.D. is
considered the standard, but in the case of some departments it may not be
practical at this rank. It is the responsibility of the department to furnish convincing evidence that alternative criteria are justified.)
3. Recognition by the college of the individual's ability to teach and his potential
in at least two of the following:
a. Active research projects, or creative endeavors.
b. Active membership on internal committees.
c. Active membership in local, state, and /or national professional organizations.
d. Worthwhile contributions to the department in its academic and professional
functions.
The Associate Professor is second only to the Professor in the contribution expected of him as a teacher-scholar. In addition to the qualifications required for Assistant Professor, the criteria used in awarding the rank of Associate Professor include:

1. Recognition by the college that the faculty member is a good teacher .
2. Recognition in three of the following, since the last promotion :
a. Published work contributing substantially to knowledge, major performance, or exhibition of creative work .
b. Active research projects, or ongoing creative endeavors.
c. Interest in leading teaching experimentation and curriculum development.

d. Active membership on internal committees.
e. Significant contributions to the department or the college.
3. A minimum of three years as Assistant Professor .
In addition to the qualifications required for the Associate Professor, the criteria
used in awarding the rank of Professor include:
1. Recognition by the college that the faculty member is an outstanding teacher.
2. Recognition in three of the following, since the last promotion:
a. Published work contributing substantially to knowledge, major performance, or exhibition of creative work.
b. Active research projects, or ongoing creative endeavors.
c. Evidence of involvement in teaching experimentation or curriculum development.
d. Active contribution on major internal committees.
e. Major contributions to the department or the college .
3 . A minimum of four years as Associate Professor.
The procedure used to consider a faculty member for promotion are the same as
those listed under salary increases which follow.
H . SALARY INCREASES
The Minnesota State Legislature each biennium appropriates a sum of money for
salary increases. The State College Board, in turn, determines procedures for the distribution of this money. The Constitution of Moorhead State College provides that the
Faculty Advisory Council shall advise the President on the formulation of procedures
and on specific decisions with respect to such things as salary and ranking. When the State
College Board Office has informed the President of the amount of money available for
salary increases and of the guidelines specified by the State College Board, each member
of the faculty is notified of the procedures which will be followed. In general, these procedures are as follows:
1. The Vice-President for Academic Affairs sends all faculty members a form on
which they submit a statement concerning their achievements during the current year.
2. The Dean of each Faculty asks each department chairman to submit to his
office on a form provided for him, an evaluation of each of the faculty members in his department or administrative area. This statement normally includes a recommended percentage salary increase for the current year and a
statement regarding promotion.
3. Each Faculty Dean examines the statements that he has received from faculty
members and from the department chairmen and prepares a recommendation
regarding salary increase and promotion for each faculty member. This recommendation, together with the other information already received by him, is
forwarded to the Faculty Advisory Counci I.
4. The Faculty Advisory Council examines the information available and makes
a recommendation to the President regarding salary increases and promotion.
The Council forwards to the President, together with its own recommendations,
all materials previously mentioned.
5. The President of the College examines all recommerdations, consults with the
Vice-President for Academic Affairs and makes his tentative decisions regarding
salary increases and promotion.
6 . The President discusses with the Faculty Advisory Council those cases where
his decision differs from their recommendations . Opportunity is given to the

Council to explain its recommendation. The President considers all information available to him at this point and prepares his preliminary recommendations to the State College Board.
7. Individual faculty members are notified of the preliminary recommendations
of the President and are given an opportunity to discuss his preliminary recommendations with him.
8. The President prepares his final recommendations to the Minnesota State College Board .
The State College Board has approved an Affirmative Action plan which provides
that all faculty salaries must be examined for possible discrimination due to sex or
minority group status. Any salary differential based on these factors must be corrected.

I. TENURE, TERMINATION AND NON -RENEWAL
SCB 705, SCB 706, SCB 714 and SCBOP 15 contain regulations regarding the
granting of tenure and non-renewal of probationary faculty. SCB 707 contains regulations regarding termination of appointment by the faculty member. SCB 708 to 713
contain detailed procedures for termination of appointment (including termination of
tenured faculty members) by the college for adequate cause.
At Moorhead State College, the specific procedure for the consideration of tenure
for eligible faculty members and for the non-renewal of contacts for probationary faculty
is as follows:
1. Each department chairman is to prepare in writing a statement of department
procedure for involvement of students in faculty evaluation and for consultation with tenured faculty in regard to granting tenure or non-renewal of probationary contracts in the department. This statement is to be kept on file
in the Office of Academic Affairs.
2. After following these procedures, the chairman shall submit his written recommendation to the appropriate Faculty Dean or Division Director. Before
making an adverse renewal recommendation, the chairman shall discuss his
recommendation with the affected department member.
3. The Faculty Dean or Division Director shall prepare a written recommendation
and submit it to the Faculty Advisory Council together with the recommendation of the Department Chairman. If the Dean or Director makes a negative
recommendation concerning renewal and the Chairman has made a favorable
recommendation, the Dean or Director shall discuss his recommendation with
the affected faculty member .
4 . The Faculty Advisory Council shall accept and consider written materials submitted by the affected faculty member in addition to the official recommendations. The Council may ask the faculty member to appear before it. After
considering all pertinent information available to it, the Faculty Advisory
Council shall vote on the particular tenure or renewal question and report its
vote to the President and the Vice President for Academic Affairs or oth er
appropriate administrative officer.
5. The President shall then consult officially with the V ice President for Academic Affairs in all tenure and renewal cases involving faculty assigned to
academic departments or to academic administration . In cases involving student personnel administrators he shall consult the Vice President for Student
Personnel Services; in cases of administrators assigned to the Office of Administrative Affairs he shall consult the Vice President for Administrative
Affairs.

6. The President will consider all pertinent information available to him and
then make his decision. If his decision involves non-renewal, he will notify the
affected faculty member in writing and include a copy of the pertinent State
College Board policy concerning review procedures. Such notification shall be
given by March 1 for probationary faculty in their first year of full-time employment at Moorhead State College, by December 15 for faculty in the ir
second year, and at least 12 months prior to the date of termination for
faculty members in a third or subsequent year.
Within 14 calendar days following receipt of the notice of non-renewal, the faculty
member may, in writing, through the Office of the President, "demand a review" of the
decision not to renew his contract. The President will then prov ide the faculty member
(within 14 calendar days) a written statement of the reasons which were determinative
in the decision not to renew his contract. SCB 709 outlines the role of the Advisory
Committee on Faculty Rights in seeking to mediate disputes between the faculty member and the College and recommending whether or not a hearing shall be held.
A hearing (See SCB Operating Policies for details) shall be conducted by the
Faculty Hearing Committee unless mediation results in settlement of the dispute. The
hearing shall be limited in scope to determining whether:
a. The various college agencies and individuals charged by the college constitution or by the college regulations with making recommendations concerning
the decision not to renew the contract of the faculty member affected, failed
to follow the Governing Rules (or sub-rules thereunder) or the college constitution or regulations, or
b. The decision made in regard to the faculty member was:
wholly contrary to fact, or
wholly without reason, or
based on matters violative of constitutional rights.
The burden of proof rests with the faculty member at these informal hearings.
Within a reasonable period of time following a hearing the Faculty Hearing Committee
shall submit its report and recommendation to the President who will make the final
decision subject to provisions for petition to the State College Board as specified in

Step II: The grievant may appeal to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
submit to him in writing the substance of the grievance, supporting facts, and therequested redress together with a copy of the Chairman's decision. The Vice President for
Academic Affairs* shall study the problem and schedule a meeting with the disputants
if he deems it necessary or if either party requests such a meeting. Each party may choose
a colleague to assist him at this scheduled meeting . The written decision of the Vice Presi dent for Academic Affairs shall be sent to both parties within fiv e days of receipt of the
written appeal to him. Unless the Vice President for Academic Affairs is informed in
writing within the following five class days that the grievant intends to appeal further,
the grievance shall be presumed to have been closed.
Step Ill: The grievant may appeal from the Vice President for Academic Affairs
to a Committee of Three, appointed as follows to hear the dispute : ( 1) The President of
the Faculty Senate shall appoint two members : one agreeable to the grievant; the other
agreeable to the grievant's superior. (2) The two members appointed as prescribed above
shall jointly choose the third member, who shall become the Chairman of the Committee.
In the event that the third member of the Committee has not been selected by the two
other members by the close of the fifth class day, the President of the Faculty Senate
shall appoint the third member of the committee, who in such instance shall serve as
it s Chairman . The Chairman of the Committee shall request from the Vice President for
Academic Affairs all relevant papers and the Committee shall have the right to obtain
pertinent information and/or to interview individuals helpful in the study and resolution
of the problem . When the Committee of Three schedules a meeting, each disputant may
have a representative to assist him in presenting his side of the case . This Committee of
Three shall, within ten class days: (1) weigh the evidence presented, (2) schedule a
meeting, if in their judgment it is needed, (3) make a recommendation in writing to the
College President regarding the grievance, (4) send copies of this recommendation to the
grievant and his superior . The College President must notify both parties, within five
class days, that he concurs or does not concur in the recommendation of the Committee
of Three. The President must also specify what further action, if any, is to be taken.
These procedures shall not be interpreted to deny any grievant the right of appeal
directly to the State College Board or to the courts in the event that the grievant feels
that the President's decision does not close the grievance.

Board policy.

J. RETIREMENT
The mandatory retirement age for faculty members in the Minnesota State College System is 68 years. Provisions concerning teachers' retirement benefits can be found
in the Administrative Affairs Handbook.
K. FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
These procedures cover all faculty grievance matters other than tenure, retention,
promotion , and salary, for which there are other redress procedures.
Step I : If a faculty member wishes to invoke formal grievance procedures he
must present his grievance in writing to his immediate supervisor and request a conference . After discussion of the relevant issues, the superior must inform the grievant in
writing of his decision and the reasons thereof . The time interval between the receipt of
the grievance and the decision rendered shall not exceed five class days. Unless the
grievant's superior is notified in writing within a period of five class days that the grievant intends to appeal his written decision, the grievance shall be presumed to have been
closed.

*The Vice President for Academic Affairs may exercise his prerogative of delegating this
function to a Faculty Dean. However, in the latter case, the Vice President for Academic
Affairs shall review the decision .

L. TRI-COLLEGE UNIVERSITY
Moorhead State College, Concordia College (Moorhead), and North Dakota State
University (Fargo) are members of the Tri-College University, a legally incorporated, educational, non-profit organization whose primary purpose is to allow the colleges involved
to perform together functions which they might not be able to perform as well by themselves. Two main features of the consortium at the present time are a library reciprocity
ar rangement and student exchange agreement. Under the latter plan, a student from
one institution may enroll for credit in courses from either of the other institutions and
pay only his home-school tuition . Registration procedures for the student exchange
agreement may be obtained from the MSC Registrar. Tr i- College also operates a Humanities For um, made possible by a $600,000 grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities .
It is now possible for MSC students to major in the following areas by taking some
coursework at North Dakota State University while remaining as MSC students and

paying Minnesota resident fees for their first three years: agriculture, architecture,
engineering, home economics, geology, pharmacy. Details of these and the many other
aspects of the Tri·College University can be found in Tri-College Univers ity Blueprint
for Progress, available from Tri-College Coordinating Provost Dr. Albert Anderson or
MSC's Tri-College Coordinator Dean William Jones .
M. STATE COLLEGE SYSTEM COMMON MARKET
The state colleges in Minnesota have joined in a cooperative arrangement called
the Common Market . Under this agreement credits from one of the colleges are automatically accepted by any other. In addition to this general arrangement, there are several special programs administered under common market auspices, including urban student
teaching, "cluster courses," and student internships. Details are available from the MSC
Registrar .
N. USE OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES
College policy does not allow any college affiliated group to use the facilities of
any organization that restricts membership on the basis of race or color.

II. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
A. GENERAL

1. Cu.rriculwn Develop mel/ t
Any faculty member may present to his department or to the appropriate committee or council proposals for new courses or programs as well as proposed changes in
existing courses and programs. If the change or addition directly affects a department it
should first be acted upon by the department in question. All such proposals must eventually be considered by the Council on CIJrriculum and Instruction (see Council and
Committee Functions) . All actions taken by this council are recommendations to the
Faculty Senate, the Faculty and the President ; however, none of these is required to
take specific action and if no action is taken the approved change or addition becomes
effective after thirty days.
When State College Board approval is necessary (as when a new major or degree
is to be offered) a recommendation is submitted to the Board and becomes effective only
after Board approval. The Council on Curriculum and Instruction is responsible for a
continuing study of the curriculum, of graduation requirements, and of matters of instruction and is expected to set up a plan that will insure that the study is given the necessary attention. The Vice President for Academic Affairs may make recommendations
to the Council in addition to those received from departments, committees and councils.

2. Advisi11g Students
Academic advising of students is a function of major importance to faculty members and requires a substantial portion of their time. Freshman advisors are selected by
the Vice President for Academic Affairs after consultation with the department chairmen
and assigned about 25 students each. Freshmen who have declared majors in a particular
department are assigned advisors from that department, if possible. Freshman advisees are
reassigned by the chairman of the major department during the spring quarter of their
sophomore, junior and senior years.
If advisors of upper-class students leave the college or are unable to continue
this function, the department chairman reassigns the advisee and notifies the Registrar
of the change. If an upper-class student changes his major or has another good reason to
change advisors he may do so by completing a Cha11ge of Major a11d /or Advisor form
which is available in the Registrar's Office . The student contacts the chairman of his major department to obtain his new advisor's name and returns the completed form to the
Registrar. The Registrar notifies the old advisor of the change and the old advisor for wards the student's file to the new advisor.
Advisors are expected to post reasonable office hours on their office doors so that
their advisees may contact them. The advisor should assist the student in selecting a suitable program and should sign his registration form to indicate that this advice has been
given. Change of Program forms and Applicatio11 for Graduation forms must also be
signed by the advisor. The advisor is supplied with the available high school records,
testing information, mid-term deficiency reports and grade reports to assist him in arriving at sound recommendations to the student.
In order to prevent confus ion the Registrar will send a list of advisees to each advisor some time after the start of each quarter. If a student appears seeking official advisement and his name does not appear on this list, he should be asked to report to the Registrar's Office to clarify the matter.

chairman. A full-time member of the faculty of the College who holds an earned doctorate in the discipline he represents or who has demonstrated outstanding qualification
by other performance is eligible for nomination. Membership on the Graduate Faculty
is a decision independent of academic rank or tenure.
Members of the Graduate Faculty have the responsibility to advise graduate students, serve on graduate Examination Committees, develop and administer qualifying and
comprehensive examinations, and teach graduate courses (non-members of the Graduate
Faculty may teach graduate courses only with the approval of the Department Chairman
and the Graduate Dean).
More specific information concerning admission policies, graduate offerings, and
program requirements- all of importance in the Graduate Faculty member's obligations
to his graduate advisees- will be found in the Graduate Bulletin. Specific questions are to
be addressed to the Graduate Office.

8. Professional Meetings and Conventions
Faculty members are encouraged to attend professional meetings and conventions.
Out-of-state travel funds, however, are severely restricted by the legislature. Faculty
members contemplating attendance at such meetings should confer with their department
chairman and should apply for approval on the appropriate form available in the Office
of Administrative Affairs. If reimbursement of expenses is expected, the faculty member
should also complete the appropriate form (see Administrative Affairs Handbook).

9. Outside Employment
SCBI R I concerns ethical standards and includes a provision that no faculty member shall engage in any outside activity which substantially interferes with his regular
duties. All full-time faculty members should discuss prospective arrangements for consultantships, outside teaching appointments, etc., with the Faculty Dean and their department chairman prior to agreeing to such arrangements. No full-time faculty member
may receive from any outside source either an annual retaining fee or a regular salary
unless the arrangement has the prior written approval of the appropriate Faculty Dean
(or administrative supervisor in the case of non-teaching faculty).

10. Summer Session Employment
An attempt will be made to provide employment for one summer session to each
full-time nine-month faculty member who desires such employment. However, the number of allocations available for a summer session in each department is determined by
the anticipated enrollment in that department and the course schedule is determined by
the anticipated needs of students. Thus, it is not always possible to provide summer session employment for all those desiring it. SCBOP 3 provides that first preference shall be
given to those meeting programmatic needs, second preference to those with tenure and
third preference to those faculty members "who have achieved a satisfactory level of
graduate training."
In instances where there are faculty members of comparable ability and preference level available to teach needed courses, the department ir' question, under the guidance of the chairman, should work out an equitable arrangement which l<eeps the need
for a strong summer program foremost in mind. There are also instances in which department offerings can be improved by bringing in a distinguish!!d professor from outside the
college for a particular summer course, and this is to be encouraged.

Workshops and Institutes lasting one or two weeks may sometimes be arranged
where the demand warrants doing so . This may provide additional opportunities for sum mer session employment.

11. Faculty Absen ces
Faculty members who anticipate absences due to illness, surgery , hospitalization,
etc . (see also Sick Leave) should notify their department chairman and complete
appropriate forms available in the Office of Administrative Affairs. If these absences are
not anticipated in advance, a faculty member should call his department chairman and
the appropriate Faculty Dean and inform them of the situation. He should also complete the appropriate form in the Office of Administrative Affairs upon his return to the
college .
Faculty members anticipating absences when the college is in session for such reasons as attending professional meetings, accompanying students on official college trips,
or performing their official duties should apply in advance for permission first to the department chairman and then by completing the appropriate form in the Office of Administrative Affairs (see Administrative Affairs Handbook for details).
Nine-month faculty members may be absent from the campus whenever the col lege is not officially in session. Twelve-month faculty members are entitled to annual
leave (see below) with pay to include 22 duty days during the fiscal year (July 1 through
June 30).
Leave of absence without pay may be approved by the President when it is requested in writing and such leave is deemed to be in the best interest of the college (see
SCBIR 2) .
Leave of absence with pay can be granted for certain required military duty, jury
service and court appearances (see SCBIR 2).

12. A111n<al Leaves
No annual leave benefits accrue to faculty members unless they hold a twelvemonth appointment in which case they accrue annual leave with pay at the rate of
twenty-two days per fiscal year (July 1 through June 30). No more than twenty-two
days of annual leave may be carried forward into a new fiscal year on July 1. Saturdays,
Sundays, and legal holidays are not counted as days of leave. New employees may not
take annual leave until they have been employed a sufficient length of time to have earned
the number of annual leave days taken.

13. Sick Leave
Sick Leave Application forms, available in the Office of Administrative Affairs,
should be completed prior to beginning a Sick Leave, if possible, or as soon thereafter
as it can be done.
Fifteen duty days of sick leave is credited to all new full-time faculty members
at the time of their employment to cover possible disability during the first 15 months
of employment. Beginning with the 16th month of employment each faculty member
is credited with one additional day of sick leave for each succeeding month of employment completed or nine days for each regular school year plus one and one half days
for each single summer session and three days for each double summer session employed,
cumulative to a total of one-hundred days.

Faculty members specifically employed for a limited period of service e.g., areplacement for another teacher on leave, is credited with one day of sick leave for each
month of anticipated service rather than fifteen days as described above. Faculty members commencing employment at less than a full-time basis are not given sick leave
credit at the start of employment as described above . Such part-time faculty accumulate sick leave on the basis of one day per month employed pro rated by the fraction
of the time employed. In the use of sick leave such employees are charged on a pro rata
basis according to the fraction of the time employed at the time of leave .
Faculty members employed only for a summer session(s) can be allowed no more
than one and one half days of sick leave per session.
Substitute employees, instructors for off-campus classes only, and instructors in
programs, institutes and special courses of less than five weeks in duration do not earn
sick leave. Sick leave can be granted for absences made necessary by reason of illness, injury, by exposure to contagious disease which may endanger the individual or the public
health, or by illness or death in the immediate family of the employee, making it necessary that the employee be absent from his duties. In the case of absence for illness of
members of the immediate family, the term "immediate family" is defined to include
the spouse, the minor children, and the parent or parent of the spouse where the parent
has no other person to provide the nursing care. In the case of death in the immediate
family, the term "immediate family" is construed to mean the spouse and the parents
of the spouse and the parents, guardian, children, brothers, sisters or wards of the employee . The amount of sick leave used is calculated at the rate of five days per calendar week. Holidays, and non-work days occurring at the beginning, the end, or within
any sick leave period are not charged against the faculty member.

14. Emergency Leave
The President may grant emergency leave with pay not to exceed five days in any
one academic year (September 1 -August 31) to faculty members. Application for
Emergency Leave forms are available in the Office of Administrative Affairs. The term
"emergency" may include :
(1)
death or tragedy which requires the presence of the faculty member;
(2)
any situation in the interest of the State.

15. Sabbatical Leaves
Faculty members may apply for sabbatical leaves for purposes such as travel, research or obtaining additional education by completing the appropriate form available
in the Office of Academic Affairs . They are eligible if they have been full-time faculty
members for at least six years and have not been on such a leave during the past six years .
However, there usually is not enough money available in any one year to grant all such
requests from eligible persons. In this case the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
the Faculty Advisory Council recommend an order of priority to the President of the
College who makes the final decision subject to Board approval.
A sabbatical leave may be granted for one quarter on full pay or for up to one
academic year on one-half pay. If a faculty member fails to return to Moorhead State
College, he will be required to refund the money received . See also Faculty Improve·
ment Grants.

16. Faculty Improvement Grants
For the current biennium the legislature has appropriated about $15,000 yearly
to Moorhead State College for Faculty Improvement Grants . The grants may be used for
a one-quarter leave, for summer study or research, or for a partial reduction of teaching
load. The maximum grant is $1 ,500.
Highest priority will be given to faculty members who are not eli gible for sabbaticals and whose work toward the doctorate or toward other professional achievement related to their college assignment would receive substantial encouragement from a grant .
Deadline dates for application for these grants will be announced by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Applications should be sent to him and he will make recommen·
dations to the Faculty Advisory Council who is turn will make recommendations to the
President. Final approval will come from the Chancellor's Office.

17. Faculty-Authored Text s
According to Minnesota Law, as passed by the last Legislature, faculty members
who have authored books may not designate such books as required texts without the
written permission of the appropriate faculty dean or director.

18. Educatio11al Opporttwities for Mi11ority Stude11ts (E.O .JII.S .)
E.O.M .S. is a program of financial, counseling, and academic assistance to Black,
American Indian, and Mexican-American students. The program draws on resources of
students, faculty members, the college, and private foundations.
B. EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

1. Computer Center
Interested faculty members are invited to visit the Computer Center located in
Flora Frick Hall. A Honeywell 115 computer system with three disk drives, two tape
drives, and a high-speed printer has been operational since January 1971. This computer
is also used as a terminal to the Univac 1106 computers at St. Cloud State College and
Mankato State College. The primary purpose of the St. Cloud computer is in Administrative applications includin9 all college business transactions . The primary purpose of
the Mankato computer is for teaching and research applications. Since March, 1972, the
College has been a participant in the Minnesota Educational Regional Interactive Timesharing System (MERITSS). MERITSS makes available to our campus a powerful computer system (CDC 6400) via telephone lines and teletypewriter terminals. Eight such
terminals are available for student and faculty use at the present time. Seven more
similar machines are available for producing punched paper tape copies of information
to be processed by the computer via one of the 8 terminals. The Computer Center
houses the seven off-line machines and 7 of the on-line terminals. The IBM 1620 computer system which the college owns is also available for use by members of the college
community.
Among services provided for faculty are : test scoring (when specially-designed
response cards are used), statistical analysis of research data, keypunching of data presented in appropriate form, and assistance in using the extensive program library available
through MERITSS. Information regarding any of these services may be obtained by
calling the Director of the Computer Center.
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As in the past, the Computer Center is responsible for maintaining certain student
and personnel records . This stored information may be used for official college purposes
only .

2. Audiovisual Ce n ter
Services available from the Audiovisual Center include : (1) rental of instructional
films; (2) audiovisual equipment loan and repair; (3) production of slides, transparencies,
posters, signs, photographs and other instructional materials; (4) audio recording and audio
tape duplication; (5) videotape production and campus-wide CCTV distribution of videotaped presentations.
To facilitate film rental, instructors should submit a "Film Request Form." These
forms are available in the Audiovisual Center and include the following information : the
title of the film, rental source and use date. Catalogs from film libraries are available at
the Audiovisual Center Office for instructors' convenience . Each instructor is notified of
film confirmation and arrival. Films are to be picked up at a central repository andreturned after use . Film projectors are stored throughout the campus and in general, there
is at least one on each floor of all classroom buildings .
More detailed information concerning any of these services may be obtained by
calling the Audiovisual Center .

3. Television Production Center
Under a grant from the State of Minnesota, Moorhead State College obtained a
Regional Television Production Center. This Center,located in Weld Hall, is used not
only by the faculty of this college but also by the faculties of other Minnesota colleges
and post-high school educational institutions. Faculty members who wish to utilize the
facilities and /or need assistance in planning for the production of a televised or videotaped sessi on or course should contact the Audiovisual Director at the Audiovisual Cen ter . It should be noted that many of the classrooms are wired for closed circuit televisio n
programming.

A portion of the money availabl e annually f or the purchase of library material s
is allocated (with the consultation of the library Committee ) to. the departm ents wh o in
turn divid e i t according to departmental pol icy . Each department desi gnated o ne member, often the chairman, to coordinate and authorize d epartmental purchase re commendations as well as to provide departmental lia iso n w i th t he l ibrary acquisi t io n d epartment .
To order a book a faculty member fills out t he three-part order form and subm it s
two copies to the departmental coordin ation who sen ds an approved copy to the acqu isition department where it is processed for purchase. When materi als are availab le for use,
a notice is returned to the department in which the req uest o rigin at ed . Th e or derin g o f
non-book materials may require special handl i ng; pl ease ask the acqui siti on librarian
about this.
Books may be placed in the reserve book collection by contacting the circulation
supervisor . A form is available for listing requests which must be made at least twenty four hours in advance .
C. REGISTRAR'S OFFICE

1. Assig nmellt ofR vv ms
Rooms for classes and laboratory sessions are all scheduled through the Office of
the Registrar . Classes may be moved only after the receipt of permission to do so from
the Registrar . All special events and non-class use of rooms should be scheduled through
Scheduling Services , room 107, Owens Hall.

2. Class Periods
The first class period of each class day (Monday through Friday) begins at 8:00a .m.
and ends at 8 : 50a .m. The second class period begins at 9 :00a.m. and ends at 9 : 50a.m.
Classes continue throughout the day until the end of the tenth class period which begins
at 5:00p.m. and ends at 5:50p.m. Many other classes are scheduled at various times in
the evenings . The summer session class schedule varies somewhat from that of the academic
year (see Summer Bulletin).

4. Library Se rvices
3. Co urse Schedules
With an active and continuing exchange between library and classroom faculty,
the library can serve affectively in support of teaching and as an agent of teaching in itself .
If library materials and services are needed, the faculty member may wish to first discuss
his plans and needs with the head librarian or the appropriate member of his staff .
Upon request, a librarian will present classroom instruction in the use of library
materials. This instruction will be most effective when presented in connection with an
assignment i nvolving immediate use of the library . It can be presented at any level of
sophist ication to meet the needs of students and course assignments.
Books checked out by faculty members are to be returned at the end of the qu arter unless the circulation department is notified that the book is needed for a longer
peri od. Periodicals are not ordinarily charged out of the library ; however, a faculty mem ber needing periodicals for current research may check them n ut for short periods . Any
material charged out to a faculty member is subject to recall for the use of another
borrower. Interlibrary loan requests (including MINITEX requests from the University
of Minnesota) should be presented to the interl ibrary loan supervisor .
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Schedules of courses to be offered are prepared by the departments, subject to approval by the Office of Academic Affairs, and submitted to the Registrar . Tentative
course schedules for the fall, winter, and spring quarters will be requested early in the pre vious spring quarter for purposes of pre-registration .
Course schedules for summer sessions will be requested about December 1 by the
Director of Summer Sessions.

4. Pre- Registra tio11
Pre -registration for winter and spring quarters will occur appro x imately one w eek
prior to final examinations during the preceding quarter. Pre-registration for currently en rolled students for the fall quarter is held about on e week prior to spring f i nal examin ations . Incomi ng students are registered during the summer or just prior to fall quarter .
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5. Arranged Class Permits
These forms (available in the Registrar's Office) are to be used for either (1) making special arrangements with students for classes not assigned specific rooms, credit
hours, and/or times (marked Arr. on course schedule) or (2) for permitting students to
enter a class that is officially filled and shou ld not be used as a means of reserving class
space in advance of registration.

will not be able to enroll in the succeeding quarter or to complete remaining requirem ents in a reasonable time.
A student who withdraws from college because he is called into military service
will (A) receive full credit with grades earned at the time of withdrawal if he has satisfacto rily completed more than three-fourths of the class days of the term or (B) receive
a full refund of tuition and fees w ithout credit or grades if fewer than three-fourt hs of
t he class days of the quarter have ela psed.

6. Change of Program

8. Repeating or Auditi11g Courses
Program changes include adding courses, withdrawing from courses, and changing
from credit to audit or from audit to credit status after the student has made his first class
reservations. A class may be added or dropped from record within the following time
limits only: Fall -Winter-Spring- through the tenth class day of the quarter; Evening
and off.-campus classes -through the second meeting of the class; Summer Sessionsthrough the fifth class day of the session.
The student may change his program in the first ten class days (or equivalent) by
the following steps: Completing a change of program form available from the Admissions
and Records Office, securing his advisor's signature, reserving any new classes at the Admissions and Records Office, and processing the Change of Program at the Business Office .
If the change of program results in an increase in the number of credits, the corresponding
additional tuition will be assessed. If the change in program results in a decrease in the
number of credits, no refund will be made unless the change is made for the convenience
of the college . If a student withdraws from an off-campus course not later than the fourth
class session, he is entitled to a refund of one-half of the tuition for the course . No refund
is made for withdrawal after the fourth class session. A $2.00 fee is assessed for each class
change which occurs (a) after the student has paid tuition and fees (b) on or after the
first class day of the quarter, unless the change is for the convenience of the college or results in a decrease of total credits .
A student may withdraw from a class only within the following limits; Fall -WinterSpring- At least ten class days before the official closing date of the quarter; Summer
Sessions -At least five class days before the official closing date of the session. No entry
will be made in the student's record if a class is dropped within the first ten class days of
a quarter (or equivalent for evening and summer) . A class dropped after the first ten days
(or equivalent) will appear on the student's record with an entry of "W". The date of a
program change will be the day when the change is processed at the Business Office. The
instructor will submit a grade of "F" or "I" for a student who does not satisfactorily complete a course if he has not withdrawn by the change of program process . To withdraw
from a daytime class after the tenth (or equivalent) class day, the student must also
secure the class instructor's signature to indicate that the instructor has been informed of
the withdrawal. To withdraw from an evening class, either on-campus or off-campus, the
student must notify both his instructor and the Registrar in wri ting . The instructor will
determine the grade to be awarded in accordance with the circumstances of the cancel lation and the quality of the student's wor k at the time of cancellation .

7. Withdrawal from College
A student may withdraw from the college until ten class days before the official
closing date of the quarter by reporting to the Counseling Center and following instructions he receives at that time. No official withdrawal may occur in the last ten class days
except in emergency situations when i t is determin ed by the Registrar that the student

A student may repeat a course only once. He may not repeat a course to improve
his grade if he has already earned a grade of "C" or better in that course. A grade of " V "
(no credit) is given to a student who audits a course by notifying the Registrar before
the last 10 class days of a quarter .

9. ExaminatiOIJS
All instructors of courses are expected to evaluate effectively the perf ormance of
the students in their classes. It is, nevertheless, the prerogative of the instructor whether
or not to give formal examinations. Many faculty members give major examinations at
approximately the middle of each term and again at the end of the term . Final week
classes are scheduled by the Registrar and each one may last for as long as two hours .
Final examinations may not be rescheduled without the permission of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs .

10. Disho11es ty i11 the Classroom
Course instructors should ask students to report instances of cheating to them.
When the instructor has evidence of cheating , he may take any of the following actions:
1. Assign a failing grade to the paper, examination, report, etc, on which the
student cheated.
2. Assign a failing grade for the course in which the student cheated.
(In the case of either (1) or (2) he must inform the student and, may, but is not
required to, report the offense and his action to any or all of the following : the Registrar,
the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the V ice President for Student Personnel
Services. If the offense is reported the student must simultaneously be notified.)
3. If the instructor feels the seriousness of the offense warrants a more severe
penalty , or if he wishes to do so for any other reason, he may report the incident to the Student Conduct Committee through the Vice President for Stu dent Personnel Services.
(The instructor's report should be in wr itin g and be accompanied by evidence. The
Student Conduct Comm i ttee will examine the situation and the evidence and will meet
with the student in question . After its study of the case, the Student Conduct Comm ittee
may take disciplinary action, indlucin g suspension or expu lsion from the College .)
Any student who has bee n accused of cheating has the right to appeal to his advisor, the department chairman, the Vice President for Academic Affairs an d, ultimately,
to the Presi dent of the College .

11. Deficiency Reports ( fllidterm )
Instructors should fill out an Academic Defici ency Notice at mid-quarter for any
student doing failing work at that time. Notices may also be filled out for students who
are below a "C" but passing or who are doing work below their capabilities. Forms are
available in the Registrar's Office.

1 2. Final Term Grades
Final class lists will be sent to the instructors approximately one week prior to
final examinations. Final grades are expected in the Registrar's Office within 48 hours after
after the last scheduled examination. It is imperative that all grades be in on time since
the computer operation cannot be started until every grade has been received.

Credit" should be submitted on the grade sheet. The division point between pass and no
credit is the same level of performances as that dividing "0" and "F" work .

17. "S"or"F"Grades
Occasionally the method of instruction or material in a course is such that it is
not feasible to further define passing grades into A, B, C, or D. In these cases the course
instructor may give the grade of "S" to all students who pass the course if he has first
obtained permission to do so from the Vice-President for Academic Affairs. In the case
of failed work the student should be given the grade of "F".

18. Class Lists
Three class lists will be sent from the Registrar's Office each session:

13. Incompletes
The grade of "I" may be given when a student is unable, due to illness or other
unavoidable circumstances, to complete course requirements by the time grades must
be turned in. lncompletes should be made up by the end of the next quarter in which a
student is registered. It is up to the student to make arrangements for completing the
course work within this period in order to remove an incomplete. The instructor may
change the grade to "F" upon expiration of this period. Cards are available in the Registrar's Office for removal of an "I" grade.

14. In-Progress Courses
When the nature of the course is such that the requirement for it cannot be completed during a quarter, a grade of "X" should be submitted for students whose work is
in progress, as, for example, a master's degree thesis. An "X" grade should not be confused with an Incomplete ("I") grade. In computing the cumulative GPA, the "I" grade
is considered as an "F"; an "X" grade is not counted at all. Cards are available in the
Registrar's Office for conversion of an "X" grade.

15. Change of Grade
Any change of a grade on the official grade report must be made by the instructor
involved who should contact the Registrar personally.

16. Pass /No Credit Grades
In order to encourage students to branch out into fields of learning other than
their own, a pass-no credit system has been implemented. A student is eligible for a
pass / no credit option on a course if he has completed at least 48 quarter credits prior to
the quarter and the course in question is not included in the general studies requirements
or on the major or minor requirements of the student. He may take no more than one
course during any one quarter under this option and may apply up to 24 credits earned
under this option towards the baccalaureate degree. No course which has previously been
failed by the student may be repeated under the pass/no credit option.
An agreement form must be submitted to the Registrar's Office during the first
ten class days (five in summer session) of the quarter in order to qualify for this option.
One copy will be sent to the instructor. At the end of the quarter, a grade of "S" or "No

List
Pre I i mi nary
Second (after additions and drops)
Final (for reporting grades)

Time
First week of classes
Third week of classes
Prior to final exljms

19. Student Absences
Students are expected to attend all class meetings unless they are ill or officially
excused as the result of participation in a college function. However, faculty members
may or may not take roll in their classes and they may or may not lower the marks of
students for the sole reason of unexcused absence. If a faculty member has a policy of
penalizing for nonattendance, he must (1) announce his policy regarding penalty for
nonattendance at the first class meeting of the quarter and (2) not penalize the student
for nonattendance unless the student is absent without official excuse more class periods
during the quarter than the number of periods the class meets each week (or more than
two class periods during a summer session), and (3) submit in writing to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs an explicit statement of his policy .
In cases of individual absence due to illness or for other legitimate reasons a
faculty member may require of the student a written verification of the circumstances
causing the absence. A student who has been ill or has had a medical appointment should
apply for such an excuse at the Health Service. In cases of family emergency, military
obligations, or other unavoidable causes of absence the student should consult the Office
of Student Personnel Services.
There will from time to time be groups of students absent from class because of
participation in student activities. Before such an event can be scheduled it must be
approved by the Athletic Committee if it is an intercollegiate athletic event, by the
Council on Student Affairs if it is for debate or other forensic events, music events, student organization trips, etc., or by the Vice President for Academic Affairs if it is a field
trip or a special event of an academic nature. Scheduled events that conflict with regularly
scheduled final examinations must be approved by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs as well as the group listed above before being publicized .
After an activity schedule has received the required approval it is to be sent to the
Vice President for Student Personnel Services whose office will be responsible for sending
the schedule to the faculty . This will normally be done at the beginning of each quarter.
Events which are scheduled after the beginning of the quarter must be approved in the
usual manner and sent to the faculty by the Vice President for Student Personnel Serv ices

as early as possible. An effort should be made to schedule and receive approval for all
events at least one quarter in advance.
When an event has been officially scheduled a list of participants shall be sent
prior to the date of the event by the advisor of the group in question to all concerned
faculty. Absences of students on these participant lists will be regarded as excused absences. An excused absence assures a student of the right to make up the class requirement missed. The nature, time and place of the make-up work will be at the discretion
of the professor involved. It is the student's responsibility to consult with the professor
regarding the make-up requirements prior to the absence, except in cases of emergency .
In the event a student feels the work required of him is excessive and arbitrary,
he has the right of appeal to the Committee on Student Academic Appeals.

20. College Exams

Ill. ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
A separate handbook covering the following areas is available from the Office
of Administrative Affairs :
Pay Periods
Faculty Lounge
Credit Union
Teachers Retirement
Supplemental Retirement
Employee Group Insurance
Secretarial Services
College Bookstore
Office Assignments

T elephone Service
Parking
Tax Sheltered Annuities
Travel
Educational Supplies and Equipment
Office Supplies
Duplicating Services
Dining Facilities
Keys

A student may challenge any Moorhead State College course provided that:
A. the responsible department through its chairman agrees that the course is of
such a nature that proficiency can be determined by a single examination.
B. the department is willing and able to construct and administer an appropriate
examination.
C. the student pays the special examination fee.
Satisfactory completion of a challenge examination is verified by the department
chairman. Successful completion of a challenge examination exempts the student from
any college requirement which specifies the challenged course. College credit may be obtained through a successful challenge examination only in those cases where the student
has not already received high school or college credit for a comparable course or courses.

D . EXTERNAL STUDY OPTION
During the 1972-73 year the Faculty Senate approved a pilot program called
"The Individualized Major through External Study." This program will make it possible for adults to pursue baccalaureate degrees that take into consideration their already achieved competence as well as the already existing claims on their time.
The external study option is administered by the Director of Non-Traditional
Studies.
E. THE NEW CENTER
The New Center, a two-year program of multidisciplinary studies, opened in
September, 1972. The New Center provides an alternative experience in higher education for MSC students who are unclear about their educational or career objectives . The
curriculum focuses on values clarification, goal-setting strategies, assessment and evaluation skills, and decision-making techniques . These procedures are practiced in courses
that are problem or issue-oriented and which are, therefore, multidisciplinary. The New
Center is housed in Murray Commons.
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3. Hcmsi11g Ojjlce

IV. STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES

FOfiiEION JTVOENTS
HUMAN filE LATIONS
MINO!IIITY PfiiOG!IIAMS

The Housing Office is responsible for the selection and training of the Residence
Hall Staff; the implementation of policy within the residence halls; coordination of
educational, social and recreational programs within and among the individual residence
halls ; and the advisement of the individual living units governments and the major
governing groups, and the activities of these groups. Room C. Ballard Hall .

4. Health Service
HOUSING P'ROGRAMS
TRANSFER STUDENT

COORDINATION

The Health Service located on the campus in the basement of Dahl Hall , provides
facilities for Moorhead State College students who are in need oi out-patient medical
care.

5. Placeme11t Office
~---------, ORIENTATION

ASSOCIATE DEAN

JUDICIAL. PROCESSES

OIJI. Of STlJDENT OEVIEL.OI'MENT

LEADERSHIP' DEVELOPMENT
RESOURCl FOR NEW PROJECTS

NIGHT WATCHM.t.N PROGRAM

The Placement Office is deisgned to assist all graduating seniors and alumni in
finding job opportunities commensurate with their skills and educational backgrounds .
Students who will graduate in the spring or the summer of the next year should be urged
to contact Placement in early fall prior to their graduation . Owens Hall.

FAATERNITIES
LAW ENFORCEMENT lEDUC.
PROGRAM

SORORITIES
STUDENT ADVISORS

6. Comstock .\lemorial t'11io11
The union serves as a center of campus life. Facilities are available for programs,
recreation, relaxation, and various other services.

7. Stude11t . ~clivi ties O.f}lce

A. OFFICE OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
The Vice President for Student Personnel Services has the general administrative
responsibility for all student personnel matters. The multiple services of the Office of
Student Personnel Affairs are carried out through the Counseling Center , the Office of
the Dean of Student Affairs, the Comstock Memorial Union, the Health Center , the
Residence Halls, the Financial Aid Office and the Placement Office .

The Student Activities Office, located in Comstock Union, serves as resource
office to all student organizations, coordinates campus wide scheduling, and serves as a
centralized publicity center for all activities .

8. Vt'tera11s Ojjlce
Veterans Office, located in Owens 107, provides veterans counseling, Gl Bill certifi ·
cations, tutorial assistance, and is concerned with recruiting veterans and veterans depen·
dents.

1. Counseling Center
The services of the Counseling Center include individual counseling (personalsocial, vocational and academic), interaction groups, testing, and vocational planning.
In addition the Center maintains a very complete and up-to-date occupational library
in cooperation with the Placement Office . The guidance services of the Counseling
Center are available at no charge to all Moorhead State College students. The Center is
located in Flora Frick Hall.

2. The Office of Student Financial Aid
The Financial Aid Office, located in Owens Hall, has the responsibility for ad·
ministering the various loan, grant, and scholarship programs a11d the Federal Work·
Study program. A file of job opportunities for current students is maintained.

B. STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

I. State 1-'111/{ls
Some State funds are available for the employment of students to perform clerical
and maintenance tasks as well as the more specialized activities related to instruction.
Typically, a department's allocation of State s tudellt-lu•lp mo11ey is insufficient to
hire all the student-help that might be desired and the chairman must divide the alloca·
tion as equitably as possible.
When a student is employed, a R eq ues t for Stude11t Employme11 t 'J'ime Ca rd form
should be sent to the Financial Aid Office. Student em ployees can be paid on schedule
only if the employment processes are completed and the time card is submitted by the
deadline announced periodically by the Financial Aid Office.

V . EDUCATIONAL RELATIONS

2. Work-Study Program
The major campus student employee payroll is for work done under the federal
College Work-Study Program, a student financial aid program . Most of each Work-Study
payroll dollar is from federal funds with the balance from appropriations by the State
Legislature .

A. INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
The Office of Educational Relations, Owens Hall, tel. 236-2555, has the responsibility for gathering and disseminating news of general college interest relating to per sonnel, academic programs, services, committee actions, etc . Faculty members are en couraged to submit items concerning their own accomplishments and publications, some
of which can subsequently be developed by the College Information Service for the
public news media.
The Campus Directory, listing names, addresses and telephone numbers of students,
faculty and staff, is published at the college in the fall. Since the information for the
Directory is duplicated from computer listings, faculty members are responsible for getting correct information to the President's Office on or before October 1.
B. MAIL
Faculty mail boxes are located on the first floor of Owens Hall . Box numbers and
keys are assigned by personnel in the post office. Outgoing mail is picked up at the college
post office at 9:00a.m., 12:00 noon and 4:00p.m. weekdays and Saturdays at 9 :00a.m .
Special envelopes and transmittal slips are available for inter-office mail, and the
deposit box for these communications is also located in the post office area. Since memos
are filed for future reference, you are reminded that it is important to date these communications. The person or persons to whom the message is addressed should be clearly iden tified, and the name of the person or persons from whom the message is originating should
be typed and initialed.

C. THE INFORMATION SERVICE
The College Information Service functions through the Office of Educational
(Public) Relations, Owens Hall, tel. 236-2555. The Office maintains local, area and
state media mailing lists as well as selected addresses of state ;;md national educational
associations and other professional offices which have interests related to higher education. Mailings to the news media are made at least once a week and sometimes more
often, if warranted . The Information Service also maintains files of general college information and faculty information, as well as a limited clipping service. The Information
Service can better assist faculty members in publicizing an event if there is sufficient
advance notice . Press conferences, when warranted , can also be arranged . Again , notice
well in advance is necessary for scheduling .
The Moorhead-Fargo area is served by Th e F o ru m , published weekday s and Sunday; WDA Y -TV, Channel 6 (NBC); KXJB-TV , Channel 4 (CBS) ; KTHI-TV, Channel 11,
(ABC); and K FM E-TV, Channel 1 3, an educational television station . The commercial
radio stations, most of which offer both AM and FM, are WDAY, KFGO , KFNW, KOWB,
all in Fargo ; and KVOX in Moorhead. KCCM-FM (91 . 1) with studios at Concordia College, is one of the stations of the Minnesota Educational Radio Network .
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Procedures

D. COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
College publications are supervised by the Director of Educational Relations who
serves in a coordinating capacity with the college offices and departments , the State
Printer and the commercial printers who are awarded contracts. Graphic design services
are available in the Office of Educational Relations, and some editorial and photographic
assistance occasionally can be provided. Publications for which limited state funds are
available include the General College Catalogue, published every two years; the Graduate
Catalogue, published every two years; the Summer Session Bulletin, poster and summer
workshop brochure, published annually. The Bulletin, a newsletter for high schools and
alumni published quarterly; and special brochures of an all-college nature. Student publications are supervised by special groups or committees and are not a responsibility of the
Office of Educational Relations.

College Newspaper- The Advocate: The Advocate is a weekly newspaper published
during the regular academic year. The Advocate is a college-based, college-supported,
student-run newspaper staffed by students and supervised by a Publisher whose appointment is recommended by the Mass Communications Department subject to the approval
of the President of the College and the President of the Student Senate. Financing for
the newspaper is provided from Student Activity funds, the College Administration and
advertising. Office for The Advocate are located in the Student Union. A weekly mimeographed Newsletter is published by the Office of Educational Relations during the summer sessions.
The Bulletin, a High School/Alumni Newsletter, is published quarterly by the
Office of Educational Relations and is circulated to the alumni and to counselors, principals and superintendents of high schools in Minnesota and North Dakota, junior colleges
in a five state area and to friends of the college and the news media. In general, The Bulletin
seeks to keep high schools and the alumni informed about academic developments at the
college, new services, policies and facilities, staff appointments and ahcievements of faculty
members and students . Items shquld be submitted to The Bulletin, Office of Educational
Relations, Owens Hall 208.

E. COLLEGE PRINTING AND DUPLICATING SERVICES
Printing and Duplicating Services are under the general supervision of the Office
of Educational Relations, and are intended to serve those offices and departments that
have funds allocated by the Council on Business Affairs under the Office Supply Budget
No. 30. The following priorities have been established:

First Priority: Printing of an all-college nature normally required for administrative office functions. This includes business forms, class schedules, general information,
etc.
Second Priority: Printing for academic departments that relates directly to an
educational program or function . This is intended as an accommodation to those departments that need to announce new programs or changes in programs, to advertise special
activities, etc. Delay in processing second priority jobs should be anticipated. Departments whose budgets include funds for printing from Student Activities or other special
sources usually will be expected to use commercial firms in the community since this
will be the best guarantee that printing can be processed when needed and that processes
can be used that are not available through the College Printing Service. The normal procedure is to secure three bids prior to placing an order with a commercial til m .
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1. Requisitions : Requisitions, approved by the Director of Educational Relations,
are required for all printing processed in the College Printing Service. Requisition forms
are available in the Printing Office, First Floor, Flora Frick Hall.
2. Scheduled: Except in unusual circumstances, rush jobs cannot be accommodated.
Please give the Printing Service as much time as possible to process work, since this is the
best guarantee that it will be done well and completed when needed. Every effort must be
made to avoid overtime.
3. Graphic Design: If graphic design or photography are required for jobs, the
work should be scheduled through Linda Becker, Coordinator of College Publications in
the Office of Educational Relations. The nature of the work and the funds available
normally will determine whether the printing can be done at the college or should be
processed commercially. The processes involved in design and photography make it necessary for work of this nature to be scheduled well in advance of when it is needed.
4 . Quantity: Special care is necessary in estimating the quantity for a job so that
waste can be avoided from over-estimating and re-runs can be avoided from underestimating. In determining quantity, it is usually useful to consider how a previous year's
supply for a particular job met the anticipated need. An inventory of printed materials
will be helpful both in estimating quantity and for planning work sufficiently in advance
so that dead I i nes can be met.
5. Proofs: Final proofs must be read and approved by a designated representative
of an office or department before any printing job can be processed.
6. Limitations: Size: Equipment in the College Printing Service can accommodate
only those jobs that range in size from approximately 3 by 5 inches to 11 by 17 inches.
Binding: Plastic binding equipment and a power-drive stapler are available for binding
operations of modest proportions. Except for pre-determined all-college needs, large
booklets cannot be processed. Color: Some two-color work can be processed, but the
normal work load and the equipment available do not permit the time and attention
needed for more extensive color work . Numbering: Automatic numbering equipment is
not available. Offices and departments requiring work that is numbered should plan to
hand-number the work after it is printed or make arrangements to process the work
through a commercial firm . Typesetting: Some limited type styles, ranging in size from
6 to 11 point, are available, as well as a few display faces. When styles or sizes other
than these are required, arrangements for commercial typesetting will be necessary.

General Policies
Copyright Materials: Employees of Printing and Duplicating Service are not permitted to process materials under copyright without written permission from the holder
of the copyright or written approval by the appropriate faculty dean that the material is
being used only for limited classroom distribution .
Printing Service: Moorhead State College does not have a college press, and the
Printing Service is not equipped to process publications normally handled by a college
or university press . Employees of Pr;nting and Duplicating Service are not permitted to
process work which subsequently will be offered for sale without written approval from
the appropriate faculty dean and the Vice President for Administrative Affairs .
College-Related Work: Direct payments may not be made to state employees for
work done on state equipment, and employees of Printing and Duplicating Services are
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not permitted to contract independently for work done in off hours using college equipment . In special circumstances and when it is in the interest of the college and the work
load permits, printing may be done for college related agencies that do not have Budget
No . 30 allocations with the approval of the Director of Educational Relations. Payment
will be made only to the College Business Office and will include charges for all materials
used and labor according to the following schedule: Press, $8.00 per hour; composer,
$6.00 per hour ; collating, folding and stapling, $4.00 per hour; photography, $6.00 per
hour; design, $6.00 per hour.

VI. ORGANIZATIONS
A. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS
Moorhead State College has a chapter of the Amer ican Assoc ia tion of University
Professors. All faculty members who are assigned at least half-time as teachers or research scholars (including librarians) are eligible for membership.
B. FACULTY ASSOCIATION

The Copy Center
The Copy Center is a duplicating operation, not a printing service, and is designed
to provide good quality copies in quantity . Since the quality of work depends very much
on the quality of the originals, please check with the operator for correct procedures before submitting work for processing. Work needed on Friday must be received in the
Copy Center , first floor, Flora Frick Hall, before 10:30 a.m . Service has to be discontinued
after 3 p.m. on Fridays to allow time for weekly cleaning of equipment.
The Copy Center seeks to provide one-day service for most work, but a heavy
volume makes it necessary to allow additional time for some larger jobs. In general, the
schedule below will usually apply:
1 day
5 days
2 weeks

1 - 10 pages and up to 100 copies .
10 - 50 pages and up to 100 copies
50 - 100 pages and up to 100 copies

Special scheduling is required for any work of more than 100 pages and 100 copies.
In most cases, at least 30 days will be required. Please consult with the Supervisor of
Printing and Duplicating Services on any jobs of this nature.

Each of the seven Minnesota State Colleges has a Faculty Association in which
membership is open to all faculty members. The seven Faculty Associations in the
aggregate form what is named the Inter-Faculty Organization (I FO) . The executive committee of the I FO consists of fifteen people : The past president of the I FO plus two
people from each college elected to that position. The executive committee is named
the Inter-Faculty Policy Committee (I FPC), hence each college's representatives to this
executive committee are called I FPC representatives. The I FPC elects from its membership a president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer. The I FPC meets monthly .
In May, 1973 1 six of the Faculty Associations voted to have the I FO become an
affiliate of the Minnesota Education Association. As a result of this vote by its members
the Faculty Association is able to offer its members many of the advantages that
affiliation with a large group brings. The I FO is one of three organizations vying for the
right to represent State College faculty as the bargaining representative in contract
negotiations with the State College Board.
C. MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
Chartered in March, 1973, as Local 2395 of the American Federation of Teachers ,
AFL-CIO, the federation's purpose is to provide a strong collective bargaining agent for
Moorhead State College faculty . The local federation is affiliated with the Minnesota
Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO, and other local, state and national labor organizations.
Membership is open to all non-supervisory faculty.
The objectives of the organization are to provide for working conditions, fringe
benefits and salaries commensurate with the standards of the profession and to provide
for the climate of academic freedom necessary for the fulfillment of the faculty's tasks
as educators.

D.THE FACULTY
Article II of the Moorhead State College Constitution defines The Faculty and
provides for meetings of the faculty at least once each quarter during the academic year
and from June through August on call of the President of the College . Special meetings
of the Faculty may be called by the President, who is the pres iding officer, and shall be
called within one week upon written request of twenty-five percent of the membership.
The Faculty, through the Constitution, has designated the Faculty Senate as its representative body to be "concerned with the formulation of college policy" (Sec. C, 1 ). However, any action of a council or committee or the Faculty Senate (See Council and Committee Functions) may be reviewed and overruled at a meeting of the Faculty.
E. WOMEN'S CLUB OF MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE
Membership is open to women faculty and the wives of men officially associated
with the College. Its purpose is to promote the social fellowship of its members and to
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further the interest of the College. In addition to a regular monthly meeting, there are
"welcome coffees" for new college women, several small groups serving special interests
of the membership and an annual dinner-dance . This Club also sponsors the Nona Murray
Scholarship Fund.
F. MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE FOUNDATION, INC.
Incorporated in January, 1970, the Foundation serves as the "umbrella" for all
development, fund raising, alumni and parents programs of the College. Headed by a
board of 24 officers and directors (Minnesota and North Dakota business and professional leaders, faculty, administration, alumni and parents) the Foundation as directed by
the College President coordinates Moorhead State College fund raising and acknowledgement of gifts. Principal goal is contributions for scholarships and other needs of the College
through the annual Alumni Fund, the Parents Support Program, and direct solicitation of
all other friends of the College--individuals, companies, foundations, etc.
G. ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Alumni Office maintains information and mailing addresses for about 10,000
graduates and former students, by classes and geographic areas. The Association also
publishes a quarterly magazine in addition to news about alumni and their activities, includes general information about developments at the college.
H. THE PRESIDENTS CLUB
Membership in the Presidents Club, an integral part of the Moorhead State College Foundation, is by invitation upon election by the Board of Directors of the MSC
Foundation. The Presidents Club has been organized for the purpose of encouraging and
fostering support of the College in areas not covered by State funds.

I. THE DRAGON ATHLETIC CLUB
The Dragon Athletic Club is an organization of alumni and friends of the college.
Its purpose is to support and promote the MSC athletic program.
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I. FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES
Faculty Advisory Council
This committee consists of six members elected by the faculty and three faculty
members appointed by the President . Its function is to advise the President on the formulation of procedures and on specific decisions with respect to tenure, salary, ranking,
meritorious service, sabbatical leaves, and the number and nature of councils and com mittees and membership thereon.
Advisory Committee on Faculty Rights
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The State College Board Rules and Regulations requires a committee on Faculty
Rights be elected (SCB 709-714). The Advisory Committee on Faculty Rights consists of
seven faculty members elected at large by the faculty, of whom four must be tenured and
three nontenured at the time of election.
The principal functions of the Advisory Committee on Faculty Rights are
counseling a faculty member regarding his rights to academic freedom and tenure, seeking
to mediate disputes about these rights between the faculty member and the College and
recommending whether or not a hearing should be held.
Faculty Hearing Committee
The State College Board Rules and Regulations require that a Faculty Hearing
Committee be elected, (SCB 709-714) by the faculty. It consists of nine faculty members,
(tenured or nontenured).
The principal function of the Faculty Hearing Committee is to conduct hearings
sought by faculty members regarding disputes with the college relating to academic freedom and tenure. Specific procedures are outlined in the cited State College Board Rules
and Regulations.
Social Committee
This committee has the responsibility of organizing certain faculty social functions
such as the Spring Faculty Banquet . It also collects and uses a small voluntary assessment
for retirement, illness and bereavement gifts.
Council on Academic Affairs
The Council is composed of the four faculty Deans, the Director of the Division
of Business, the Dean of Graduate Studies and the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Its purpose is to facilitate the coordination of academic administration.

II. COLLEGE COUNCILS AND COMMITTEES
The Student , Faculty, and Staff Advisory Councils to the President created by th e
new constitution are responsible for making recommendations to the President concern ing
the nature, functions, and composition of college committees . Since the new College Co nstituti on did not go into effect until June, 1973, the college committee structure f or

1973-74 has not yet been completed .
Following are the committees that served during the past year :
Council on Business Affairs
The primary responsibility of the Council is to make recommendations to the
President for the allocation of funds available for educational equipment, office supplies
and educational supplies. It also acts as a liaison group for the students, faculty and the
administration with respect to fiscal and other business operations not dealt with by
other committees and councils .
The following five committees are under the general jurisdiction of the Council on
Business Affairs and their actions may be reviewed by that Council.
Bookstore Board
The Bookstore Board operates under its own constitution and is responsible
for the establishment of policy regarding the operations of the Bookstore .
Civil Defense Committee
The role of this Committee is to make recommendations concerning action to
be taken in the event of an imminent enemy attack or the occurrence of some
disaster directly affecting the College .
Institutional Grants Committee
This Committee was established to develop an institutional policy for governing the spending of National Science Foundation Institutional Grants for Science .
The committee functions as a panel to evaluate requests for these funds which mu st
be allocated within the science area as stipulated by the National Science Foundation . Institutional Grants for Science are awarded to the College annually and are
based on the total amount of National Science Foundation grants received by the
institution in the areas of basic research, undergraduate research participation, and

Admission and Retention Committee
This Committee has the responsibility of hearing all appeals concerning admi ssion to undergraduate programs of the College and appeals for exception to the
academic suspension regulations. All undergraduate students who are suspended
from the College for academic reasons shall have the opportunity to appeal in
person to this committee. The Committee may also make recommendations to
the Council on Curriculum 'and Instruction concerning changes in admission or
retention regulations.
Continuing Education and Community Service Committee
The Continuing Education and Community Service Committee coordinates and
advises on all matters pertaining to off-campus credit and non-credit courses, workshops and institutes. In addition, it sets priorities for community services activities.
Fifth Year Committee
This committee shall develop proposals for regulations concerning the Fifth
Year Program in teacher education. It shall also hear appeals for exceptions to regulations concerning the Fifth Year Program.
General Studies Committee
This Committee shall make recommendations to the Council on Curriculum and
Instruction concerning the General Studies requirements and courses.
Graduate Studies Committee

campus.
Plant and Development Committee

Library Committee

Parking and Safety Committee
This Committee should survey the campus for conditions wh ich are or may
be i njurious to the health of students and faculty and make recommendations
concerning the correction of these hazardous conditions. It also develops and
reviews proposed and existing regulations concerning vehicular parking on the

The role of this Committee is largely consultative i n nature because of the considerable involvement of other State agencies in the area of physical pla nt . Its
function is to provide l iaison between the faculty, students and coll ege admini strati on in regard to all phases of physi cal plant d evelopment and operat i on .

J"'

This Council elects its own chairman at the initial meeting in the fall of each y ea r .
It is responsible for examining all departmental proposal s for th e add i tion , d r opp ing, and
revision of courses, programs, and cur r icu la, and for appro ving or rejecting such proposals.
The Council is also responsible for examination and approval or rejection of inter-depart·
mental proposals and proposals concerning graduation requ irements wh ich have been recommended by the appropriate committees. Departments or committees making proposals for changes in the curricula will present them to the Vice Pres ident for Academic
Affairs, who will present them to the Council with such recommendation as he wi shes to
make. The Council on Curriculum and Instruction has general jurisdiction over the fol lowing eleven committees and may review all action s taken by them .

All faculty members of the Graduate Studies Committee must possess the
earned doctorate degree and at least fifty percent of the membership from the
previous year shall be retained on each new committee. The Committee shall
have the responsibility for (1) establishing regulations pertaining to the graduate
programs of the College, (2) screening all new graduate course and program proposals after their initiation by the various departments, (3) working with the departments, the Dean of Graduate Studies and the other administrative officials of
the College in maintaining suitable standards for graduate study, and (4) acting
on all appeals by graduate students concerning exceptions to graduate regulations .

research participation by college teachers .

!111

council on Curriculum and Instruction
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The role of the Library Committee is to advise the Head Librarian and the Vice
President for Academic Affairs concerning li brary policy . It shall serve as a liaison
group for the faculty, the student body , and head librarian for exchange of information concerning the library .
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Performing Arts Committee
This Committee shall have the responsibility of examining all cultural events
on campus for the purpose of (a) improving public relations with the college and
community through sound and consistent promotional methods, (b) creating
greater cooperation among campus sponsors of cultural events, especially with regard to their schedules (c) serving as a clearing house for information from the
Lake Agassiz Arts Council, the Minnesota State Arts Council, and the State College Board -St. Paul Arts Council liaison group, and (d) serving in an advisory
capacity to the Series for the Performing Arts and all other cultural activities on

from Moorhead State College participates and shall be responsible for instructing
the Moorhead State College representative on the Conference Athletic Committee
in regard to proposed changes in athletic regulations.
Comstock Union Committee
This Committee shall serve as a liaison group for the faculty, students and Comstock Union Director in regard to the operation of the Comstock Union. It shall
make recommendations to the Comstock Union Director concerning such mat·
ters as programs and policies for the Union.

campus.
During the past year, with the endorsement of both the Faculty Senate and the
Student Senate, the Performing Arts Committee adopted more stringent provisions
for the scheduling of cultural events on campus. By August 1st all events from
September 1 through January 30 must be scheduled. By January 1st all events
from February 1st through June 15th must be scheduled. Any major conflicts will
be resolved with the sponsoring groups by the Committee. Any cultural event
submitted after the deadline shall be approved by the Committee only if it does
not conflict with an already scheduled event.
Radio-Isotope Safety Committee
The responsibility of this Committee is to establish regulations as provided for
by federal law for the safe handling of radio-isotopes and for the proper administration of these regulations at this institution.
Research Committee

Dining Service Committee
This Committee shall work with manager of the dining halls to maintain
and promote good food services and the proper atmosp here in the dining halls. It
shall channel information from the students and faculty to the manager.
Financial Aid Committee
The Financial Aid Committee shall seek sources of financial aid, develop
policies for equitable distribution of this aid within the overall college policy
and restrictions placed by the source of aid and shall act as a liaison group for the
Financial Aid Director and the faculty and student body.
International Students Committee
It shall be the responsibility' of this Committee to assist students coming from
other nations in adjusting to life at this institution. It shall promote the understanding of other cultures in this community.

The Research Committee makes recommendations concerning the spending of
state research funds and other matters relating to research.
Student Academic Appeals Committee
Its responsibility is to make recommendations to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs regarding student petitions for exceptions to graduation requirements.
Teacher Education Committee
It is the responsibility of this Committee to make recommendations to the Coun·
cil on Curriculum and Instruction and the Graduate Studies Committee regarding
the overall undergraduate and graduate teacher education programs including the
areas of professional education and specialized subject matter.
Council on Student Affairs
This Council shall develop and/or act upon proposed regulations concerning student affairs and the conduct of students while under the jurisdiction of the College. It
shall also be concerned with all other aspects of student welfare. It shall have the authority to review the actions of the following seven committees which fall under its general
jurisdiction.

Student Conduct Committee
The Student Conduct Committee shall conduct the hearings regarding serious
charges of violation of College regulations brought against students and referred
to them by the Vice President for Student Personnel Services . The Committee shall
also specify probation, suspension or expulsion when the Committee, by a majority
vote, deems it necessary. The decisions of the Committee are subject to appeal to
the President of the College .
Student Orientation Committee
The Student Orientation Committee was designed to serve as a means of con·
tinuing orientation throughout the school year. The members evaluate previous
orientations, lay the ground work for each up-coming orientation, elect chairmen
to organize and carry out the program, and serve as a steering board for those
chairmen.
Council on Educational Relations
This Council shall advise the Director of Educational Relations concerning policies
affecting news releases and other publicity and community relations. The Council shall
have the authority to review the actions taken by the College Publications Committee.

Athletic Committee
This Committee shall be responsible for liaison between the faculty and student
body on the one hand and the Director of Athletics on the other hand. It shall be
responsible for approving all intercollegiate athletic schedules in which a team

Tri-College Commission Committee
The Tri-College Commission Committee

IS

responsible to the Faculty Senate and

charged with the task of making recommendations regarding the college's participation
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in the Tri-College University. One faculty member is nominated by the Dean of each
Faculty and the Director of the Division of Business ; three students are nominated by the
Student Senate . The Hi-College Commissioner sits on the committee as ex officio
secretary.
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